
Materials List & Instructions

Materials

Crepe Paper- two greens, two 
yellows, and red
Paint- yellow, blue, pink, and 
green
Terra cotta pots
Foam eggs (1) 7/8 x 2 1/2in. and (3) 
1/16 x 2 1/2in.
Toothpicks
4 pins
Small rocks and moss

Tools

Scissors
Low-temp hot glue gun
Wire cutter
Paintbrush

Crepe Paper Cactus

Instructions

1. Paint terra cotta pots blue, yellow, and pink, then add rocks to the bottom to   
 weigh down the pot. Top it o� with moss and put aside.

2. Smash the the sides of the eggs against the table top.

3. Cut out squares of green crepe paper and stretch out the middle to form   
 around each egg.

4. Add a bit of glue to secure crepe around foam then twist both ends.

5. Cut excess crepe o� the ends then add a bit of glue to both sides to secure.

6. Use wire cutters to cut o� both ends of the toothpicks.

7. Poke dull end of spikes into rows down the length of the cactus.

8. Paint the spikes greeen. You can use dowels to assist with proping them up to  
 dry.

9. Cut out crepe pieces for the flowers.

10.  Take the slightly rounded rectangular piece for the small flower and gather   
 the bottom, then glue it in a circle as shown.

11. Gather yellow center and glue together for large flower.

12. Pull top edge of three red crepe petals. Gather bottom then glue around   
 yellow center.

13. Glue large flower to the top of the bigger cactus and the smaller flower to the   
 smaller cactus as shown.
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Crepe Paper Cactus

Instructions (continued)

14. Paint pin tops to match the pot and put three in the middle of the larger   
 flower and one in the smaller.

15. Put toothpicks in the bottom of the catcus and a bit of glue to the base to   
 stick both cactuses into the potted moss




